TO: Directors, County Social Service Boards
    Directors, Human Service Centers
    Division of Juvenile Services
    Tribal Social Services

FROM: Kelsey Bless, Permanency Administrator

SUBJECT: Facility Maintenance Rates (Harmony House)

PROGRAMS: 623-05-20-40, Foster Care Maintenance Payments

RETENTION: Manualize

The following residential child care facilities (RCCF) rates have been adjusted based on NDAC 75-03-15 administrative rules. The RCCF will be moving locations and increasing bed capacity to six placements. This changes the desk/final rate for the facility **effective January 1, 2019:**

Harmony House $176.20/day

The rates will be updated in CCWIPS after January 1, 2019. If you have any questions or need technical assistance, please contact me at 701-328-3581.

Thank you.